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1 Information about the exam

Date and time: Tuesday, December 8; 12:10 to 2:00 (normal room).
Exam rules:

• This exam focuses on material in units 3 and 4 (population modeling and epidemiology).

• The exam is closed-book and closed-note; however, you may bring with you the “Algebra
Review and Notation” handout available on the course website.

• You may also have a calculator, but it must be a dedicated calculator. That is, it cannot
be a calculator on a cell phone or any other device capable of either information storage
or the ability to wirelessly connect with any other electronic device.

• You may not have with you at your seat any device capable of a wireless data connection
to any other device.

• Please do not enter the room prior to the exam time. The instructors need to set the
exam up in an empty room.

• Exam seating will be assigned.

• Nothing follows the exam; once done, you may leave (and enjoy winter break).

• The exam is similar to, but slightly larger than, the midterm (15-ish multiple-choice and
matching questions, and an approximately equal number of short answer questions that
may include writing and/or calculation.) You have the entire scheduled time to complete
it.

• The exam is worth 100 points, which contributes 20% of your overall course grade.

• This study guide does not replace the slides or your notes. Use it to help organize your
studies. The goal of the exam is to test how well you’ve mastered the material that we
discussed in class so far. The more you master, the better you are likely to perform.

2 Population Modeling

• Lecture 3.1: Introduction to Modeling Population Dynamics

1. Write the single-population conservation equation.

2. Derive the exponential growth model (simplest population dynamics model in dis-
crete time).
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3. Solve the exponential growth model; that is, express (and derive) the population size
at census n as a function of n given only birth multiplier (b), death probability (d)
and starting population size (x0).

4. Relate the relative values of b and d to plotted solutions of the exponential model.

5. Derive the logistic growth model as we did in class.

6. Explain the biological meaning of parameters r and K as presented in class.

7. Identify from graphs of solutions of the logistic model which parameters changed
and how (increase or decrease).

• Lecture 3.2: Single Species Population Dynamics

1. Derive the Ricker population model.

2. Explain the biological meaning of parameters r and K in the Ricker model.

3. Identify which parameter changed and how it changed (increase or decrease) from
graphs of solutions to the Ricker model.

4. Define fixed point (equilibria), asymptotic stability, instability, attractor and repeller
as they apply to a discrete-time dynamical model.

5. Use cobweb plots to identify equilibria and their stability.

6. Define bifurcation, and identify bifurcations from cobweb plots.

7. Bonus: Relate stability of a fixed point to the slope of the growth curve at the fixed
point.

• Lecture 3.3: Introduction to Sustainable Harvesting

1. Identify quota harvest systems and proportional harvest systems from examples.

2. Describe the extinction vortex and identify which type of harvest system generates
it.

3. Identify the extinction vortex in cobweb plots.

4. Explain how the harvest catastrophe arises in quota harvest systems and provide at
least one potential example from the real world.

5. Evaluate the fate of quota-harvested fisheries in exceptionally bad and good years
using cobweb plots.

• Lecture 3.4: Sustainable Harvesting

1. Identify quota and proportional harvesting schemes from equations of harvesting in
the Ricker model.

2. Find equilibria using algebra in both Beverton-Holt model and Ricker models with
proportional harvesting.

3. Compare and contrast the potential outcomes of quota and harvesting systems; total
yield, extinction vortex, and harvest catastrophe.
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4. Compare and contrast how a single fishing operation views quota and proportional
harvest systems.

5. Compare and contrast how a fishery manager and local politicians view quota and
proportional harvest systems.

6. Describe the practical approach to determining what number of permits a fishery
manager should issue under a proportional harvest.

3 Epidemiology

• Lecture 4.1: Introduction to Epidemic Modeling

1. Describe the biology and pathology of ebola virus.

2. Describe geography and severity of EVD outbreaks through time.

3. Express the conservation equation of the simple SI model of EVD graphically.

4. Describe in words all the transitions into and out of the various states in the SI
model; that is, express the conservation equation in words.

• Lecture 4.2: Epidemic dynamics

1. Derive the model equations for the simple SI ebola model.

2. Calculate and interpret R0 from the formula for the SI model.
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